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About Your Relationship Profile
This report analyzes the personalities of both subjects to assess their
compatibility. It also offers suggestions for ways to mitigate the stress or damage
that can come from differing personalities and perspectives.
When you are involved in a relationship, you come to know each other more
deeply over time. At first friction is rare. As time goes by and you discover
additional sides to your partner, you become aware of personality traits you
appreciate as well as some that rub you the wrong way. Even if you consider
your relationship nearly perfect, you will experience occasional bouts of conflict.
Negative traits are almost always a cause of friction, but it is interesting to note
that some qualities that are considered positive can also be incompatible. You
may find this report is more critical or even harsh compared to other readings of
this type. My approach is designed to throw light on differences in your chart
that might benefit from a frank, unbiased examination. Ignoring potential issues
can cause more damage in the long run than a few honest remarks in a
reading.
You will probably encounter some texts that state: “The compatibility aspect in
this area of the chart is already included in other parts of this report.” Those texts
are not repeated here because they are either redundant or offset by other
conditions. This is done to offer a perspective that is as well balanced and clear
as possible; repeating certain traits would place too much emphasis on them.
Tony and Elizabeth, I hope you will appreciate the perspective of your
Compatibility Report and will find it beneficial to your relationship.
Hans Decoz
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Life Path
Your Life Path number is considered the single most significant information
available in your Personality Chart. It is derived from the total of all numbers
found in your date of birth. However, it is important to keep in mind that the
aspects described in the next few chapters will either complement, supplement,
or sometimes weaken the attributes revealed in numbers derived from your
name.
Tony, your Life Path is 10/1
You are a born leader. You insist on your right to make up your own mind; you
demand freedom of thought and action. You have drive and determination.
You don't let anything, or anyone, stand in your way once you are committed to
your goal. You assume the responsibility to be the protector and provider for
those you love. You demand respect and attention and become irritated and
even domineering when important things do not go your way. You need to feel
in command of important undertakings, and resist supportive roles (for more
about your Life Path number, see you Personality Profile)

Elizabeth, your Life Path is 16/7
You are the searcher and the seeker of the truth. You have a clear and
compelling sense of yourself as a spiritual being. As a result, your life path is
devoted to investigations into the unknown and finding the answers to the
mysteries of life. You are well-equipped to handle your task. You possess a fine
mind; you are an analytical thinker, capable of great concentration and
theoretical insight. You enjoy research, and putting the pieces of an intellectual
puzzle together (for more about your Life Path number, see you Personality
Profile)
Your Life Path's Compatibility is 10/1 and 16/7

Tony and Elizabeth, your compatibility in this area of the chart is unpredictable.
Some relationships between a 1 (Tony) and 7 (Elizabeth) thrive, while others
hardly stand a chance. The initial connection in this combination is usually
intellectual  on a level where you relate and have plenty to share. Tony's
brazen attitude toward traditional concepts, a willingness to get off the beaten
path, and an open and unconventional mind makes for a great intellectual
partnership with Elizabeth. Elizabeth likely realized at an early age that she was
"different" in some way. The 7 is intensely curious, challenging things others take
for granted. It digs at and upends old concepts and understands the
complexities underlying conventions the rest of us accept as the norm.
Although your attitudes differ in the way you approach life - Tony in a more
aggressive, confrontational way and (Elizabeth) in a more introspective manner,
you are both happy to venture into new, strange or unknown intellectual and
spiritual territories. Both free thinkers, your differing perspectives create a spicy,
captivating relationship.
It is in matters of the heart, feelings, and emotions where you might encounter
trouble spots. Neither of you is eager to expose your inner self. You are both
private, sensitive and vulnerable, and don't wear your heart on your sleeve. You,
Tony, because you recognize strength and endurance as your in-born assets,
and Elizabeth because you are comfortable keeping some distance from
others.
The quality needed to help your relationship grow on the deepest level is
emotional courage. Allow yourselves to be open, sensitive, receptive and
vulnerable. This requires faith in your partner but, more importantly, faith in
yourself. Both of you, but particularly Elizabeth, may be tempted to go the other
way, becoming cynical and unreachable. Watch out! The consequences of
such a shift can be seen in the trail of broken relationships.

Expression
Your Expression number, calculated from your full name at birth, reveals the
orientation or goal of your life. Some numerologists refer to this as your Destiny
number because it represents a lifelong target at which you are aiming. Thus,
the Expression number, to some extent, reveals the person you aim to be.
Your Expression is the most influential of the three characteristics that make up
who you are. It is also the number with the most influence on your choice of
career, although other aspects are important as well.
Tony, your Expression Number is 16/7
You are gifted with an analytical mind and an enormous appetite for the
answers to life's hidden questions. You have a strong interest in exploring
scientific matters, philosophy, and even mysticism. You possess clarity and
persistence in your search for truth. You can be a great researcher, educator,
and philosopher. You are driven by a desire for knowledge and truth. Your fine
mind offers insight into the veiled mysteries of life. You also possess a
considerable amount of perspective (for more about your Expression number,
see you Personality Profile)

Elizabeth, your Expression Number is 20/2
You have a great talent for working with others; you possess tact and
refinement. You have a highly developed intuition. This provides you with insight
into personalities and situations. Therefore, you act with tact and subtle
persuasion. You possess a kind of radar, avoiding the landmines within another's
personality, yet bringing out their goodwill. In difficulties, you tend to persevere
and steadily erode the resistance. You are like a gentle wind that shapes the
rock (for more about your Expression number, see you Personality Profile)

Your Expression's Compatibility is 16/7 and 20/2
In this combination of numbers, intuition meets intelligence, sensitivity meets
clinical research, and the heart meets the mind. It would be a challenge to find
two more different archetypes than yours. Tony and Elizabeth, you have a
surprising relationship. Rarely do people with such different characteristics
express even the slightest interest in each other. But when they do, the
partnership is worth every effort. You almost certainly met under unusual
circumstances, perhaps when you were both outside of your normal
environment (I am guessing Elizabeth, the 2, initially reached out to Tony). Once
these dissimilar numbers (and personalities) get close enough, the result is often
an exchange of energy that welds the relationship for life.
Potential pitfalls in this combination are generally experienced at the beginning
of the relationship. There could be many challenges, including the inability to
relate to your partner's way of thinking, feeling, or expressing emotion.
Elizabeth's approach to love is soft and gentle, idealistic, romantic, emotional,
and innocently childlike. Tony is less emotional and expressive - like a precious
jewel, it requires a great deal to earn his love. Wisdom and knowledge, spiritual
understanding and an ageless quality strengthen Tony's love. At the onset of the
relationship, this was probably the biggest hurdle to overcome. Tony is not likely
to trust love that comes easily, and Elizabeth doesn't understand how
responding to something as natural as love should be so difficult.
Sometimes, a relationship with this combination occurs after the partners have
known each other for some time, when trust and understanding have been
established (and before either considered a romantic relationship). A romance
based on this solid foundation, balanced by pure sentiment on one side and
wisdom and spiritual understanding on the other cannot help but succeed.
If you can accept and respect one another's differences, this will be the glue
that binds your unique relationship together  a bond that you could say is

almost unbreakable.

Heart's Desire
The Expression number described above points to a more productive side of
your life. Your Heart's Desire reflects a deeper, inner you; it suggests an
underlying urge, your true motivation, and the general intention behind many of
your actions. It reveals the environment and lifestyle you prefer, as well as your
likes, dislikes, and the type of people you are drawn to. Consequently, it
dramatically influences the choices you make in life.
It makes sense that the vowels of your name are the foundation for your Heart's
Desire. Vowels are the peaks and valleys of a language. Notice how vowels
leave your mouth in a free-flowing breath. Try it: Aaaa.... Eeee.... Oooo..
Consonants though, are cut off either at the beginning or in the end. You might
say that it is in the flow of your breath that you express your deeper self.
Tony, your Heart's Desire is 17/8
You want success in its fullest meaning -- wealth, power, and material comforts.
You have an enormous ambition. You dream of big projects, great
undertakings, and rewards. You are a visionary. You see the horizon and the
promise. In general, you also see the methods necessary to fulfill that promise.
But you are not especially good with details; you need others to help you deal
with the smaller parts of the picture. Your challenge is to make full use of the full
spectrum of your abilities, as indicated by your other core numbers (for more
about your Heart's Desire number, see you Personality Profile)

Elizabeth, your Heart's Desire is 17/8
You want success in its fullest meaning -- wealth, power, and material comforts.

You have an enormous ambition. You dream of big projects, great
undertakings, and rewards. You are a visionary. You see the horizon and the
promise. In general, you also see the methods necessary to fulfill that promise.
But you are not especially good with details; you need others to help you deal
with the smaller parts of the picture. Your challenge is to make full use of the full
spectrum of your abilities, as indicated by your other core numbers (for more
about your Heart's Desire number, see you Personality Profile)
Your Heart's Desire's Compatibility is 17/8 and 17/8
Tony and Elizabeth, the fact that you both have an 8 in this part of the chart
indicates you are well suited to support one another's endeavors, as well as start
a venture together. You are both visionaries with imagination and a talent for
business. However, you are also both driven to be in charge, and you don't like
to surrender control. This may cause competition at times, which could lead to
jealousy or anger. As long as you direct your strongly competitive natures
against other forces, you have a good chance of a long and happy
relationship, with the potential for financial prosperity as well.
The 8 is a good number for business, but its tendency to risk everything in pursuit
of a dream could bring either tremendous success or total failure. No other
number is willing to ride a financial roller coaster like the 8. You will need to keep
an eye on each other in order to prevent extreme risk-taking.
Tony and Elizabeth, the biggest danger for your relationship arises if financial
problems become sizable. Being financially strapped will negatively impact all
other areas of your life, including romance. People who share the 8 are driven to
achieve material success. It is important that you follow your heart and your
intuition in the pursuit of success - that is the nature of the 8 - but it is equally
important that you keep enough of your assets safely set aside to avoid serious
problems.
Both of you understand the need for authority, particularly when it comes to

raising children; however, this may lead to you be more controlling than most
parents, which could be another source of trouble. When both parents have an
8 in this part of the chart, they tend to create environments where children are
given everything they need (including plenty of love), but this is often
accompanied by too much control, causing them to rebel.
It is important that you understand your authoritative nature, and recognize that
your partner - and children - have their own paths to forge.

Personality
The consonants of your full name at birth are the foundation of your Personality
number, which is a little like a narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your
true nature.
It's the outer layer of your personality, the part you feel more or less comfortable
sharing. With time and trust, you invite others into the deeper aspects of your
nature.
Your Personality number serves as a censoring device in terms of what you send
out, as well as whom and what you allow to approach. For this reason, your
Personality is usually much narrower and more protective in its definition than
the real you. It also gives an indication of how others perceive you.
Tony, your Personality is 17/8
You appear strong and powerful. You have an impressive personality and can
influence and even intimidate through sheer force. You have natural authority.
Your competence and enthusiasm attract people with resources. You radiate
confidence. People defer to you because they sense your sureness and
effectiveness (for more about your Personality number, see you Personality
Profile)

Elizabeth, your Personality is 12/3
You are highly attractive. Many men with a 3 Personality are usually handsome;
women often strikingly beautiful. Your vibration is full of life. You are uplifting,
inspiring, and charming. You are a fun person to be around. Your wit and
sparkling personality make you the life of a party. You are extroverted and
optimistic (for more about your Personality number, see you Personality Profile)

Your Personality's Compatibility is 17/8 and 12/3
Tony and Elizabeth, the 3 and the 8 carry very different traits which are
compatible in some areas but not in others. Elizabeth (the 3) brings a creative,
inspiring, uplifting and somewhat scattered energy. Tony (the 8) is more
ambitious, goal-oriented and focused. Although you take differing approaches,
you are both energetic and capable of turning dreams into reality. Quite often,
this combination is seen between business partners or long-time friends who start
a business together. In that environment, Elizabeth would be the initial creative
source, while Tony would be the visionary. Together, you could do very well.
You are both good communicators. Elizabeth has the ability to clarify an issue
with a sense of humor and pinpoint precision, and Tony takes a more practical
approach by taking bold, decisive action. This part of your chart suggests you
complement each other in many ways and are quite compatible. But, just as in
any other number combination, there are areas where challenges may arise.
Tony is ambitious, practical, dedicated to accomplishing his goal, and capable
of sustained effort for a long period of time. Elizabeth also has the energy and
drive needed to make things happen but has a tendency to drop a project
when it is no longer interesting or when another project seems more important.
This could irritate Tony, who feels that anything less than total commitment to a
set goal is unacceptable. Elizabeth, on the other hand, will sometimes feel that
Tony's priorities are too connected to his own needs and expectations. Where

Tony is focused and demanding, Elizabeth is more easy-going. Tony believes the
purpose for setting a goal is to overcome the obstacles one is bound to
encounter. Elizabeth feels comfortable trying something new (or scrapping the
project) if the first or second attempt doesn't seem to be working.
More often than not, the 3 and the 8 get along quite well. In the end, the issue
comes down to respect. You likely have such different views about what is
important in life, you will need to accept each other's needs and expectations.

Maturity Number
Your Maturity number indicates an underlying wish or desire that gradually
surfaces at around age 30 to 35. A direction begins to emerge as you gain a
better understanding of yourself. With this self-knowledge comes a greater
awareness of who you are, and the direction you want to set for your life. Your
Maturity numbers are described in detail in your Personality Profiles.
Tony, your Maturity Number is 8
Success and material reward are important motivations for your actions. Tony,
you believe in effort and are very goal-oriented. You can dominate and impress
others with your vision and common business sense. You are a born manager
and organizer, your subordinates usually like you. Leadership and authority are
obvious, but it is wise not to be to forceful, demanding and dominant. You are a
good judge of character with an uncanny ability to sense other people's
strength and weaknesses. There may be a tendency to abuse this talent, all
eights have to be wary of greed and ruthlessness. Your ability to sense where
someone else is "coming from" is much better served with your natural
counselor's instinct.
Many eights, although being an advantage in the business world and a help in
the quest for success, may make life pretty hard too. Many tests and frustrations
have to be overcome and, most important, the proper balance and

perspective regarding spirit and matter has to be attained.
Tony, you need a family to be proud of, and status to feel rewarded. You may
tend to showing of your wealth and success.

Elizabeth, your Maturity Number is 9
Warm, generous and compassionate, you would do well and be quite happy in
any undertaking that not only supplies you with a decent living but also is for the
good of all. Elizabeth, you are artistic, the nine is responsible for many of our
creative geniuses, however these talents are often suppressed, sometimes
coming to the surface at middle or old age. You have a strong desire for insight
and universal knowledge. You are emotional, your feelings are not always
sensible, and they too are often suppressed. You can get caught up in dreams
and ideals without being practical but with enough fire and enthusiasm to
attract support. Your oratorical abilities save many a situation. You are driven to
do your own thing and are quite independent.

Your Maturity's Compatibility is 8 and 9
Tony and Elizabeth, this part of the chart reveals two numbers at opposite ends
of the spectrum. The 8 and 9 have almost nothing in common and are not
considered compatible, yet they are often strongly attracted to each other.
Interestingly, this attraction can remain compelling and fresh for many years
because there is always something new to discover in each other.
A go-getter with big dreams and expectations, Tony (the 8) has a good chance
to turn many of those dreams into reality because he is highly motivated and
willing to put forth enormous effort to reach a goal. It is the nature of the 8 to
direct energy toward accumulating wealth and power, so for Tony, this is natural
and healthy.
Elizabeth is equally focused but driven by completely different priorities and

motives. The 9 in her chart is motivated by the work itself and the way it affects
the lives of others, rather than financial gain or material success. The 9 will rarely
find happiness or achieve success if motivated by worldly desires; Elizabeth finds
personal reward when driven by humanitarian motives.
Obviously, your priorities are as different as night and day, yet both are as they
should be. You will often find yourselves at opposite sides of a discussion and will
rarely agree when it comes to practical matters. For a happy relationship, you
will both need to recognize and respect your differences. If you take each other
for granted or begin to feel you can predict and control your partner, your
relationship will be in trouble. The keyword in this relationship is respect. As long
as you respect each other, disagreements - of which there will probably be
many - will not weaken your foundation.

Your Yearly Relationship Forecast

People change, sometimes dramatically, sometimes subtly.
When people form a close relationship, their individual evolution can affect the
stability and harmony of their partnership.
Tony, and Elizabeth, keep in mind the core numbers in your profiles (your Life
Path, Expression, Heart's Desire, Personality, and Birth Day number) tend to carry
more weight than cycles do. However, cycles can cause upheaval in areas
where you previously had no issues. When that is the case, try to remember they
are most likely temporary.
Hans Decoz

Personal Year
Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and
circumstances you experience during the year ahead.
Your Personal Year cycles are based on the Universal Year cycles and, therefore,
run concurrently with the calendar year. (Transits and Essence cycles are based
on the letters of your name and run from birthdate to birthdate.)
There are nine personal year numbers in a complete Epicycle.
Each Epicycle reveals the progression of a specific part of your personal
evolution. Your progress along this Epicycle can be seen quite logically, from the
beginning of a growth period to the conclusion or culmination of that process.
The 1 personal year describes your first steps in a new direction. The years that
follow indicate your progress along this path, concluding with your 9 Personal
Year, which completes the cycle.

Below is a description of your current Personal Year. It indicates where you are
on the 9-year Epicycle.
Tony, your Personal Year in 2018 is 6
This is a year of progress and financial advancement. Major career opportunities
present themselves. It is a challenging year in which personal growth is joined
with new responsibilities and challenges. This is a year of domestic responsibility
and attention to the needs of family and friends. It is a time of heartfelt emotions
and some sacrifice. It is a time for comforting and caring. You realize the
importance of your place within your community. You will be called upon to
help others bear their burdens. You are the proverbial friend in need. Deep
feelings bring renewal to relationships and often a birth in the family.
You must work to create an atmosphere of harmony and balance. It is often a
time when marital issues surface and need attention. However, you possess the
understanding to deal with such issues effectively if you apply yourself with love
and flexibility.
May is an emotional month filled with the promise and the stress of imminent
changes. June is a breakthrough and a relief. September brings advancement,
October self- reflection and readjustments, and December brings a sense of
completion and fulfillment.
Elizabeth, your Personal Year in 2018 is 2
This is a year to carefully protect and nurture your plans. You will be like a mother
watching over her children, conscious of every threat, real or imagined. You
need tact and cooperation to keep yourself moving forward. There will likely be
confrontations with others, requiring a subtle and gentle approach. You will
have to stay focused on your goals yet use intelligent persuasion. Being forceful
may work against you; compromises will work in your favor.
You will be unusually sensitive and may wonder at times what happened to the

drive and momentum you felt last year. This year requires something else from
you now -- a delicate sense of balance and a willingness to go around
obstacles, without losing sight of your goal. You may also experience some
emotional depressions and frustrations. The year is marked by struggle, but there
are many opportunities to advance your plans. This is a year of slow growth,
requiring patience.
Be discriminating in your associations and secretive about your plans. Don't talk
too much about your ideas; be a bit secretive; guard yourself and your ideas.
You are somewhat vulnerable this year.
This is a good year to improve yourself through reading and research. Your
growing awareness of the less visible and less obvious aspects of life will make
you much stronger and better prepared for the future.
You must be wise in all your relationships and associations this year. You are far
more capable of establishing close, even lifelong relationships this year.
Because sensitivity and openness are heightened, many people find their "soul
mate" in a two year.
May is the pivotal month in the year. You are extremely intuitive and sensitive.
You are also self-reflecting and better able to influence your peers and situation
through spiritual awareness. July brings a culmination of plans and a distinct step
forward. August sees things become more concrete and brings a new
beginning. September is emotional, requiring adjustments, tact, and inner
resolve. The 2 year is a year of growth and advancement, but through gentle
means, and the indirect use of your personal power.
Your Personal Year's Compatibility in 2018 is 6 and 2
Tony and Elizabeth, no two cycles are so fully connected to the heart as the 6
and the 2. This is a combination that generally has only two likely outcomes 
one quite favorable and the other decidedly not. There is rarely a middle road
for this pairing.

Fortunately, the influence of these cycles tends to lean toward the favorable.
It is very likely you will experience major disagreements during this period, and
the way you handle them will make all the difference. It will be important for you
to respond to each other from your heart rather than a rational, analytical
approach. You might view this cycle as a spiritual and emotional trial. Underlying
emotional issues often surface under this combination, sometimes during an
argument that (at first) seems superficial.
Elizabeth's cycle should find her mainly focused on her own issues. The 2 tends to
amplify emotions, so she might experience anxiety, inner turmoil, or self-doubt,
which could make her more needy than usual.
Tony, you will also be strongly affected and ruled by the heart, but in a different
way. You are more likely to resolve issues by bestowing generous expressions of
love. This is probably just what your partner needs - unless you discount or ignore
the reason(s) behind her discomfort. We all want to be taken seriously, even if
our reasoning is somewhat superficial. If hearts clash and logic is on vacation,
the result can be damaging.
Your key words for this period are commitment and honesty, along with taking
each other's emotions seriously. Elizabeth should try not to exaggerate them,
and you should guard against patronizing.

Tony, your Personal Year in 2019 is 7
This is a period of much self-reflection, analysis, and inner growth. The journey
now is inward. You will feel a need to spend more time alone to contemplate
your life and those close to you. The questions that pursue you are the
fundamental ones of life: Who am I? What I am doing? Why am I doing it?
Your environment or milieu will seem more aggressive than during previous

years. This is more a function of your heightened sensitivity and intuition. This will
naturally drive you deeper within yourself, causing you to ferret out the
important issues that have directed your life to this point.
In order to deal effectively with those around you - especially family members
and co-workers - you will have to refine your expression in all respects. Don't
push people too hard, lest you damage close friendships unnecessarily. This is
not a time for being extroverted or aggressive. This is a time of introversion and
deeper self- understanding. Be gentle with yourself and those around you. Think
carefully before making important decisions. Be cautious when making major
changes.
It is a wonderful time to study and to specialize in one particular field. Your ability
to think deeply and clearly is at an all-time high. Indeed, your mind is your best
tool. You are attracted to the great books, new realms of study, and higher
learning. You have the ability to focus and concentrate. You can penetrate
below the surface of subjects, to see the inner workings of yourself, others, and
life around you.
Avoid becoming cynical and skeptical. Don't be too intellectual, lest you leave
your heart behind. This is a time of deep spiritual and psychological integration.
The head and the heart should be working together, not opposing each other.
You will likely discover what you most enjoy doing now. Follow these urges; study
areas that you have long neglected but wanted to pursue. The inner-self guides
you during this time. Listen carefully to its advice.

Elizabeth, your Personal Year in 2019 is 3
Your ability to express your self will reach an all-time high. Any talent you possess
in the arts -- especially in writing, acting, or other performing arts -- will be greatly
enhanced. This is a period of success through personal creativity. You have
much opportunity to advance yourself and career through your own personal
expression, charm, and creative talent. This is a social time, filled with much fun

and friendship. You will feel lighter, fresher, and more alive than in previous
years. It is as if life has relieved you of a burden, allowing the more creative,
upward, and joyful energies to flow more freely.
People are naturally attracted to you. They sense your joie de vivre, your spirit,
and creativity. Your challenge is to focus your heightened creativity on a
worthwhile task. Discipline is essential. Choose a goal worth reaching. Pour your
energies into something that will last. In this way, you will emerge from this period
having accomplished something worthwhile and learned to harness your
creative abilities. If you fail to focus, you will likely spend your opportunity and
creative urges on loose talk, superficiality, and socializing.
This is an emotional period. The upward, heart-centered energies are peaking,
bringing with them many old emotional issues. You can easily exaggerate the
importance of an unkind word or react too emotionally to a troubling situation.
In short, you need perspective now.
Elizabeth, you are in a highly volatile period, making you highly creative,
sensitive, and given to emotional mood swings.
You are highly romantic and given to fantasy. There can be many wonderfully
romantic times; however, it is important to avoid being swept away by your
fantasies. Do not fail to see people for what they are.
This is a time when you will learn the value of your personal expression, and your
own uniqueness. It is a time of personal accomplishment and advancement.

Your Personal Year's Compatibility in 2019 is 7 and 3
Tony and Elizabeth the 3 and 7 bring together two very different cycles. Your
numbers are polar opposites in the influences they deliver. For Elizabeth, things
should lighten up like the sun breaking through after days of overcast skies. Your
7 indicates you will experience a serious period of self-awareness and discovery.

These differing moods could make communication difficult, which might be
frustrating. Elizabeth's light-hearted, playful disposition may have trouble relating
to your pensive and perhaps even pessimistic outlook (and vice versa).
To offset this concern, do your best to acknowledge and respond to one
another's concerns. Express your love, reach out, and give each other room to
explore individual interests.
Elizabeth needs to understand that the quiet, introverted mood affecting you is
temporary and necessary. You should try not to be irritated by her upbeat
attitude, which may appear superficial to you.
This cycle combination can have a negative effect on relationships. If you feel
that you are approaching a danger zone, share your feelings as promptly and
honestly as possible. Although you will both be affected by your individual
cycles, you are likely to be more strongly impacted.
Do your best to support each other during this period and remember, cycles are
temporary by nature. Patience and tolerance are the key words for both of you.

Dear Friend,
Your numerology reading was created with the recently updated and
expanded numerology software by Hans Decoz.
Between 1984 and 1987 Numerologist Hans Decoz developed the first
comprehensive numerology software capable of producing in-depth reports
and charts. The software was an instant hit, and is used by professionals and
web sites world-wide, including numerologist.com, numerology.com, astrologynumerology.com, tokenrock.com and many others.
His complete range of new reports, however, is available only via World
Numerology and the World Numerology app, the most recent generation of
Decoz’ numerology software.
Among the 18 reports and charts in the app, the Relationship Compatibility
Profile and Forecasts allows you to create as many as you wish, as long as you
are one of the two people – use it for lovers, friends, or co-workers.
Download the app today from https://www.worldnumerology.com, enter your
birth data, and check your daily forecast up to three months ahead. It’s free.

The World Numerology app is available for PC, Mac, iPhone, iPad, and Android

